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11 SECRETS OF
BODYGUARDS

When CEOs, celebrities, and the extremely wealthy need
personal protection, they call in men and women with a
particular set of skills. Bodyguards provide a physical

barrier against anyone wishing their clients harm, but there’s
a lot more to the job—and a lot that people misunderstand about
the profession. To get a better idea of what it takes to pro-
tect others, Mental Floss spoke with several veteran security
experts. Here’s what they told us about being in the business
of guaranteeing safety.

1. BIGGER ISN’T ALWAYS BETTER.When working crowd control or trying to corral legions of
screaming teenagers, having a massive physical presence
comes in handy. But not all "close protection specialists"

need to be the size of a professional wrestler. “It really de-
pends on the client,” says Anton Kalaydjian, the founder of
Guardian Professional Security in Florida and former head of
security for 50 Cent. “It’s kind of like shopping for a car.
Sometimes they want a big SUV and sometimes they want something
that doesn’t stick out at all. There’s a need for a regular-
looking guy in clothes without an earpiece, not a monster.”
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2. GUNS (AND FISTS) ARE PRETTY MUCH USELESS.

Depending on the en-
vironment—protect-
ing a musician at a

concert is different
from transporting the
reviled CEO of a pharma-
ceutical company—body-
guards may or may not
come armed. According to
Kent Moyer, president
and CEO of World Protec-
tion Group and a former
bodyguard for Playboy
founder Hugh Hefner, re-

sorting to gunplay means the security expert has pretty much
already failed. “People don’t understand this is not a business
where we fight or draw guns,” Moyer says. “We’re trained to
cover and evacuate and get out of harm’s way. The goal is no
use of force.” If a guard needs to draw a gun to respond to a
gun, Moyer says he’s already behind. “If I fight, I failed. If
I draw a gun, I failed.”

3. SOMETIMES THEY’RE HIRED TO PROTECT EMPLOY-
ERS FROM EMPLOYEES.

Workplace violence
has raised red flags
for companies who

fear retribution during
layoffs. Alan Schissel, a
former New York City po-
lice sergeant and founder
of Integrated Security,
says he dispatches guards
for what he calls “hos-
tile work termination”
appointments. “We get a lot of requests to provide armed se-
curity in a discreet manner while somebody is being fired,”
he says. “They want to be sure the individual doesn’t come



4. SOME OF THEM LOVE TMZ.For protection specialists who take on celebrity clients,
news and gossip site TMZ.com can prove to be a valuable
resource. “I love TMZ,” Moyer says. “It’s a treasure trove

for me to see who has problems with bodyguards or who got ar-
rested.” Such news is great for client leads. Moyer also thinks
the site’s highly organized squad of photographers can be a
good training scenario for protection drills. “You can look at
paparazzi as a threat, even though they’re not, and think about
how you’d navigate it.” Plus, having cameras at a location be-
fore a celebrity shows up can sometimes highlight information
leaks in their operation: If photographers have advance notice,
Moyer says, then security needs to be tightened up.
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5. THEY DON’T LIVE THE LIFE YOU THINK THEY DO.

Because guards are often seen within arm’s reach of a
celebrity, some think they must be having the same expe-
riences. Not so. “A big misconception is that we’re living

the same life as celebrities do,” Kalaydjian says. “Yes, we’re
on a private jet sometimes, but we’re not enjoying the ameni-
ties. We might live in their house, but we’re not enjoying
their pool. You stay to yourself, make your rounds.” Guards
that get wrapped up in a fast-paced lifestyle don’t tend to
last long, he says.
6. SOMETIMES THEY’RE JUST THERE FOR SHOW.For some, being surrounded by a squad of serious-looking

people isn’t a matter of necessity. It’s a measure of sta-
tus on the level of an expensive watch or a fast car.

Firms will sometimes get calls from people looking for a way
to get noticed by hiring a fleet of guards when there's no
threat involved. “It’s a luxury amenity,” Schissel says. “It’s
more of a ‘Look at me, look at them’ thing,” agrees Moyer.
“There’s no actual threat. It’s about the show. I turn those
down. We do real protection.”
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7. THEY CAN MAKE THEIR CLIENT'S DAY MORE EFFI-
CIENT.Because guards will scope out destinations in advance, they

often know exactly how to enter
and exit locations without fum-

bling for directions or dealing with
site security. That’s why, according
to Moyer, CEOs and celebrities can ac-
tually get more done during a work
day. “If I’m taking you to Warner
Bros., I know which gate to go in,
I’ve got credentials ahead of time, and I know where the bath-
rooms are.” Doing more in a day means more money—which means a
return on the security investment.

8. “BUDDYGUARDS” ARE A PROBLEM.

When evaluating whether or not to take on a new employee,
Kalaydjian weeds out anyone looking to share in a client’s
fame. “I’ve seen guys doing things they shouldn’t,” he

says. “They’re doing it to be seen.” Bodyguards posting pic-
tures of themselves with clients on social media is a career-
killer: No one in the industry will take a “buddyguard”
seriously. Kalaydjian recalls the one time he smirked during a
12-year-stint guarding the same client, something so rare his
employer commented on it. “It’s just not the side you portray
on duty.”
9. SOCIAL MEDIA MAKES THEIR JOB HARDER.High-profile celebrities

maintain their visibil-
ity by engaging their so-

cial media users, which often
means posting about their
travels and events. For fans,
it can provide an interesting
perspective into their rou-
tine. For someone wishing them
harm, it’s a road map. “Some-
times they won’t even tell me,

and I’ll see on Snapchat they’ll be at a mall at 2 p.m.,”
Kalaydjian says. “I wouldn’t have known otherwise.”
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10. NOT EVERY CELEBRITY IS PAYING FOR THEIR OWN
PROTECTION.

The next time you see a performer surrounded by looming
personal protection staff, don’t assume he or she is foot-
ing the bill. “A lot of celebrities can’t afford full-

time protection,” Moyer says, referring to the around-the-clock
supervision his agency and others provide. “Sometimes, it’s the
movie or TV show they’re doing that’s paying for it. Once the
show is over, they no longer have it, or start getting the min-
imum.”
11. THEY DON’T LIKE BEING CALLED “BODYGUARDS.”

Few bodyguards will actually refer to themselves as body-
guards. Moyer prefers executive protection agents, be-
cause, he says, bodyguard tends to carry a negative

connotation of big, unskilled men. “There is a big group of
dysfunctional people with no formal training who should not be
in the industry,” he says. Sometimes, a former childhood friend
can become “security,” a role they’re not likely to be quali-
fied for. Moyer and other firms have specialized training
courses, with Moyer's taking cues from Secret Service proto-
cols. But Moyer also cautions that agencies enlisting hyper-
driven combat specialists like Navy SEALs or SWAT team members
aren't the answer, either. “SEALs like to engage and fight, de-
stroying the bad guy. Our goal is, we don’t want to be in the
same room as the bad guy.”

from http://mentalfloss.com
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MARS Armor ® is proud to be recognized as a leading manu-
facturer of high quality body armor for law enforcement, mil-
itary and civilians worldwide.
Manufactured with high quality materials, including woven
aramide, unidirectional high performance polyethylene and hy-
brids, bullet proof vests MARS Armor® obtain minimum weight at
high protection and can be worn comfortably under a shirt or
jacket or overtly over clothing.
Our bullet-resistance and stab protective vests defeat all
threat levels meeting the latest US, German and British body
armor standards and are regularly tested in accredited inter-
national ballistic laboratories.

MARS Armor ® offers a wide variety of personal protective
items including:
Development of specific and untraditional ballistic systems
Production of full range configuration of ballistic vests in-
cluding covert, overt, lady’s, VIP, floatation, tactical, mil-
itary and special models
Light demining suit
Bullet proof inserts, ballistic shields, HAP and SAP
MARS Armor® products incorporate the high ballistic pro-
tection together with advanced quality, low weight and compet-
itive prices and keep the image of unique body armor, ensuring
multi-threat protection in commitment to ensuring total cus-
tomer satisfaction – from customer requirements to product de-
sign and every step along the way.

MARS Armor
The Choice of Protection
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MARS Armor is an innovative company, dedicated to deliver high
quality personal ballistic protection solutions. The inherent
benefits to our customers are physical reliability, simplified
servicing requirements and ready availability of parts and
maintenance facilities.
MARS Armor is a modern private company based in Bulgaria, EU.
We have an integrated CAD (Computer-Aided Design) and CAM (Com-
puter Aided Manufacturing) system used to ensure the quality
control throughout our production processes. The design process
begins with a hand-drawn or computer-drawn sketch so the cus-
tomer can visualize the final item – body armor.

MARS Armor Ltd. is a specialized manufacturer of personal
ballistic and stab protection equipment for a wide range of
uses and purposes. Throughout the years, we have built a strong
international image as a company which provides and invents
modular ustomized and integrated ballistic systems. We use a
wide variety of ballistic materials including aramides, poly-
ethylenes, glass fibers, ceramics, steel and hybrids. Our own
in-house ballistic laboratory allows us to perform all kinds
of tests and examinations of the used materials, and to keep a
constant highly increased quality control over our production
We produce a full range of vests for covert, overt, law en-
forcement, naval and military usage. The ergonomic shapes are
combined with low weights and increased protection areas. All
our models are fully customizable and could be upgraded with
additional peripheral and hard armor protection. Using only
top quality fabrics and materials we can provide warranty of
our products for up to 10 years. Our products are tested and
certified to comply with all international ballistic resistance
standards and are ready to meet even the most
sophisticated customer requirements. 
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Our ballistic protection range in-
cludes:
» Development of specific and non-
traditional ballistic and stab-resis-
tant systems.
» Production of multi-threat protec-
tion systems and body armors. (known
as “bullets-stabs-fragments”)
Full range configuration of ballistic
vests including overt, covert, VIP,
flotation, tactical and military mod-
els.
» Manufacture of modular body armor
with webbing for load carrying equip-
ment and accessories.
» Production of hard armor products
and helmets: ballistic plates,
shields, briefcases and a range of
helmets

MARS Armor® performs the activities of development, produc-
tion, testing and delivery of materials and means for ballis-
tic protection in an integrated operating and certified
management system meeting the requirements of the interna-
tional standards:
ISO 9001 – Quality Management system;
AQAP 2110 – NATO requirements for quality assurance of de-
sign, development and production;
ISO 14001 – Environment management systems;
The company has assigned NCAGE code 0053U as a
manufacturer/trader in the NATO codification system. Many of
our items for individual ballistic protection in our product
range have obtained a NATO Stock Number (NSN).

http://www.marsarmor.com
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AFTER SOMALI PIRACY, IS SAIL-
ING THE WESTERN INDIAN

OCEAN SAFE AGAIN? Maritime security is frequently defined as the protec-
tion from threats to the freedom or good order at
sea. Issues clustered under the no- tion of

maritime security include crimes
such as piracy, armed robbery at
sea, trafficking of people and il-
licit goods, illegal fishing or
pollution. Often inter-state
rivalry and violence extrem-
ism (maritime terrorism) is
also included in the definition.
As a concept and agenda maritime
security has evolved since the
early 2000s, when in particular con-
cerns over terrorist attacks on port fa- c i l i t i e s
sparked interest in security in the maritime domain. Sev-
eral states and international organisations have since

outlined maritime security
strategies. It is in partic-
ular piracy in Southeast
Asia, off the coast of Soma-
lia and in West Africa which
has triggered recognition for
the detrimental effects of
maritime insecurities for
economic development, human
security as well as the envi-
ronment. 
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Has the international campaign against Somali piracy been
successful? Is the threat gone? Is sailing the Western
Indian Ocean safe again?The number of attacks has certainly declined. But the risk
of being attacked at sea remains. Hopes were raised that the piracy threat had been success-
fully managed after no new incidents were reported after
2012. But these hopes came to an abrupt end in 2017 when

there was a spike in the number of attacks. Seven events close
to Somalia’s shores were reported during the year.
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On top of this, other factors are contributing to making
waters that are home to one of the major shipping lanes
of the world’s economy insecure. For example, the Western

Indian Ocean is now the major smuggling route for Afghan
heroin. 

There is no end to piracy in sight, and in some ways mar-
itime threats have increased. Nevertheless the report
suggests that effective capacity building that incorpo-

rates tools such as maritime security strategies, or coordi-
nation bodies presents the key to making the Western Indian
Ocean safe. This is not only important for this region. The lessons

of capacity building are directly transferable else-
where: to the Mediterranean where the human trafficking

tragedy continues and the Gulf of Guinea where piracy remains
rampantWhile not a quick fix, if capacity building is done right

the oceans will be safer again.
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7 WAYS POLICE OFFICERS HAVE
FUN ON THE JOB

Our men and women in blue are just like our men and women
in green. They both hold very serious jobs that come with
an often misunderstood lifestyle. The similarities don't

end there; police officers have pretty much the same sense of
humor as troops, too.Trust me, police officers don't join the force with high

aspirations of sitting on the side of the road to pas-
sively deter people from speeding. They definitely don't

get joy out of writing tickets for folks they catch going three
miles per hour over the limit. No, most cops want to get out
there and make a difference in their communities.This sentiment is mirrored by the troops that enlist as

infantrymen and end up spending most of their deployment
sweeping sand off sandbags or scrubbing d*ck doodles off

porta-john walls. Neither troops nor police officers sign up
for monotony, but it finds a way in nonetheless.So, how do cops deal with the daily grind? In the exact

same way that troops do. They mess around with each other
while between missions. The moments police officers spend

sitting around with their partner, waiting for their next call,
is often filled with comedy gold.
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7. SHOWING THEIR LIGHTER SIDES TO THE COMMUNITY
Nobody hates bad cops more than the astronomical amount of good
cops. Their entire livelihood depends on maintaining a mutual
trust between themselves and the people they've sworn to pro-
tect. When one as*hole goes off the rails and does something
stupid, it distorts their image in the eyes of the people. They
can't effectively serve and protect the people with a tarnished
reputation.
Police officers can't be everywhere at once. They rely on that
mutual trust so the people can tell them when and where they're
needed most. So, officers will often bend over backwards to
prove to the people that their trust isn't misplaced. Good of-
ficers will often show their lighter side — even if that means
playing sports with kids or letting themselves be the butt of
a joke
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6. DANCING IN TRAFFIC
Think of the most mind-numbing detail in the military. That's
the police equivalent of being the dude who stands in traffic
just waving people on.
So, instead of just
pointing and waving at
lanes of traffic, some
cops will make it fun and
dance along to the music
in their head.
It sounds like that scene
in The Other Guys, but
when traffic cops are
faced with the choice of either embracing the silliness of di-
recting traffic or going insane, most pick the former. 

5. GOING ALL IN ON THE DOUGHNUT JOKES
Who doesn't love doughnuts? That sweet, soft bread with a sug-
ary glaze can be eaten whenever, wherever. It's the perfect
sweet treat to perk you up after a long day. Police officers,
however, have been stuck with the stereotype of being dough-
nut-obsessed, like Officer Wiggum from The Simpsons.
Since it's a lighthearted joke at their expense — that often
leads to getting free boxes of doughnuts from local shops —
they go all in. And can you blame them? If someone made a joke
about troops drinking too much beer and it lead to people giv-
ing beer away, you know troops would have fun with it, too. 
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4. HAVING FUN WITH "TEACHING MOMENTS"
If you ask nearly any police officer what their favorite cop
movie is and why, nine times out of ten, it's going to be Hot
Fuzz — mostly because it nails the
stupid amount of paperwork re-
quired by the job.
If a cop stops you for something
minor, you might get lucky and get
off with a warning. They're prob-
ably not doing it out of the good-
ness in their hearts, though. It's
more likely because issuing that
fine involves a lot of paperwork
on their end. In some cases, it's
more effective to just tell you
why speeding on streets where kids often play is a bad idea.
This is great on so many levels. The officers get less paper-
work, the citizen doesn't have to pay money for doing something
stupid, and the cop gets to call you out for being an idiot. 

3. TROLLING PEOPLE ON WAZE
Waze is a real-time navigation
app that allows users to report
things like traffic jams, acci-
dents, and even "hidden police."
The intent here is to let people
who may be speeding know that
there's a cop nearby — ready to
pull them over. Most of the
times, however, the cop isn't
trying to hide. They're just
parked there, filling out paper-
work or enjoying their lunch
break.
Users are able to comment on any
reports made — and cops get in on the action, too. 
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2. PARTICIPATING IN THE LIP SYNC CHALLENGE

The law enforcement community is not immune to social media
trends. Right now, the lip sync challenge is the hot-ticket
item and entire departments are uploading their videos to
YouTube and Facebook for the world to see.
Typically, the videos feature macho officers pretending to sing
along with some female pop singer. Sometimes you'll see two
cops singing show tunes to one another. Occasionally, you'll
get some officers who have a little too much fun with it..

1. MESSING WITH SUSPECTS

The biggest perk of being a police officer is that sweet,
sweet moment of catching the bad
guy. The world is made a little
bit better, the paperwork is
worth the result, and the offi-
cers can enjoy that brilliant
moment where they can finally
tell the perpetrator that they
f*cked up.
Remember, cops spend their en-
tire careers dealing with people
who think they can out sh*ttalk
them. Needless to say, they've
got practice in throwing that shade right back.

from https://www.wearethemighty.com
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